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Take It All Away
Ryan Cabrera

                        Take It All Away
                        by  Ryan Cabrera
Hope you guys enjoy this song as much as I do, great lyrics and even better song
when 
can play it. ENJOY!!!
  tabbed by: Curtis

D                 D/C#                     Bm         D/C#
So much beauty in life, Shining on the outside, Empty on the inside
D            D/C#                         Bm
I get lost sometimes, Blinded by the flashing lights
                    D/C#
Distractions always in my eyes
B                   Bb                     G
So i m following the sound, the sound of my heart Beating

[chorus]
D                    D/C#
 You can take it all away
I don t need it
Bm           Bb
Underneath, i ll still be the same
D                   D/C#
You can take it all away
                  Bm
I don t need it, it s not me
        Bb                       G
You can take it all, take it all away
Bb
I ll still be the same

D              D/C#
Are you hiding still?
                  Bm
Don t you want to love yourself?
                    D/C#
Don t you know that someone will?
D                D/C#
Time can turn it around
                 Bm
Leave it all and strip it down
                       D/C#
That s the only way to find it out

B                      Bb                       G
 Are you following the sound, the sound of your heart? Beating



[chorus]

F                       C
Coming in with nothing, leaving with the same
Bb         C
It s all inside
F                           C
Coming in with nothing, the only thing that saves
Bb        C
Is here inside

[chorus]
LAST CHORUS
D                    D/C#
 You can take it all away
I don t need it
Bm           Bb
Underneath, i ll still be the same
D                   D/C#
You can take it all away
                  Bm
I don t need it, it s not me
        Bb                       G
You can take it all, take it all away
Bb                D?
I ll still be the same

CHORDS:
D:[xx0232]
D/C#:[xx4232] (stretch pinky over to hit C# 4th fret on A string)
Bm:[x24430]
Bb:[x133xx]
G:[320033]
F:[133xxx]
C:[x355xx]
D?:[xx0x65] (this is the end chord he plays, don t strum it pluck through it,
hit the 
D string and then the 6th fret on B string and 5th fret on high E string)

Have Fun!!!
problems or questions, e-mail me
etbuguy13@yahoo.com


